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Result Expectations

- 72 hours from specimen receipt to result
- Collection vs Receipt
- Result Timing
- Call 844-570-9730 for updates
Sharing Results

• Results available by:
  o EpicCare Link
  o WEDSS
  o Fax

• Positive Result Calls:
  o Phone Number on TRF
Courier Coolers

- Gold Cross Courier (GCC) will bring coolers
- Confirm with GCC when setting pick-up time
- Refrigerate specimens until picked up

SNF Packages

Samples for Delivery to Exact Sciences in clear, resealable gallon bags, labeled with To/From

Gold Cross Courier

Pick up Samples from SNF, places them in Gold Cross Courier containers, transports to Exact Sciences lab

Exact Sciences

Removes the samples from Gold Cross Courier containers, places the samples in Exact containers
Electronic Result Resources

• One-pager of EpicCare FAQs
• Exact Sciences EpicCare Link Guide
• Exact Sciences account manager
• Call 844-570-9730 for additional support